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COMING EVENTS

Beer Box 

The drinks committee is busy with a

perfect way to kick of 2021;

a box filled with all kinds of beer!

The idea is that we are going to taste all

beers together while playing games like

Kahoot! Keep updated so you will not

miss this amazing event!
INTRODUCTION COMMITTEE
Since last year’s introduction week

didn’t exactly go the way we

wanted it, we want to make sure

introduction week 2021 is the best

one yet. Join the introCie if you

want a chance to re-live the

“missing” introduction week from

2020!  If you think you are the

right person to help organize it

this year, then fill in the form to

apply for introCie 2021!

Click here!

WEBSITE
We will not give away too much, but soon SABA will transfer to a brand new

website! We will update info, photos and more about everything you need to

know coming for SABA and you!

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf1m16JEMAYfUmvpkqCN97gQnuR632vuSoETfeOjhltsz3OuA/viewform


INTERVIEW WITH: ...

A new tradition...! 

From now on we have a new SABA TIMES - tradition, we wil give you interviews

with people who where and are important for SABA or the study! As a first:

Jeroen, the first chairman of SABA!
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SWEATER

Board IV is designing a new SABA sweater!

Hereby a preview where you can already view

the colour and model!

When we have more information about the

final design we will update you as soon as

possible!

ATHENA STUDIES

Also in 2021 there are a new courses on the

programme. Athena Studies will help you

with the courses you are struggling with.

Go to the website of Athena and do not

forget to use the members discount for 10%

discount: Saba10

Hey Jeroen introduce yourself briefly:

Hi! My name is Jeroen, co-founder and first

chairman of SABA. I started my bachelor in BA

in 2013, graduated in 2016 and immediately

went for my master's. I did the dual track,

where I started my own business together

with a friend, and founded SABA in 2017.

 After graduation I started working at the

company of my investor, where I built the data

science team. I'm currently working as

product manager for a smart city data

platform.

https://athenastudies.nl/cursus/vu/ba
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Why did you start SABA?

I had no idea who was studying Business Analytics, except for the people that started in

the same year as I did. When I studied Artificial Intelligence, before I started Business

Analytics, that study association was super close. Every day after class we could come

for a drink at their bar and talk with students from the other years, and often professors

came to the bar as well. It really added value, both for fun but it was also really valuable

for educational purposes since everybody was always willing to help. It was something

that I missed when studying business analytics.

Next to that, data science became really popular. More and more students started

studying business analytics, and I felt we lacked proper representation and relevant

activities to develop ourselves professionally. In my opinion we needed more.

Did you get help setting up SABA?

I did. Of course I had my whole board, Alexander, June, Meagan and Sanjana who

worked with me tirelessly during the summer and the whole year after to create this

association from nothing. 

Other than that, Alubwi helped us both financially and practically, and Ger Koole 

was the professor that helped everybody from the founders to come together. I had this

idea but I didn't know other people that felt the same, and when talking to him he told

me that other people had similar plans so he introduced everybody and helped with

how to approach this within the department. 

What is the best memory of your board year?

A few things stand out. Our first board event where we went to Belgium with the five of

us and came up with our plans, the ideas for what we wanted to achieve and just really

gotten to know each other.

Next to that when we finished the SABA room. The first time we entered it was a mess,

there was a lot of orange paint on the walls from the previous association that was

there, it was dirty and the ceiling was coming down. A month later, we were finally

done and had it painted in the SABA green color you now know.

Honorable mentions also go out to the drinks after we've

organized our first big event and to the night of our first general members

meetings.

Did you learn things in the board year that are still useful today?

Definitely! One of the toughest things was navigating the separation from STORM and

convincing the VU to start recognizing us. The discussions and navigating the small-

time politics were really useful to practice, and I'm proud how we managed to do it in

the face of quite some resistance.

I heard that SABA offered free drinks in the beginning, how did you get

the finance arranged? 

Ha that's true. We needed something to get people to come into our room so we got

some money from the alumni association Alubwi, the VU had some funds we could use

and we hosted company events where we charged quite a lot of money, which gave us

some liquidity.



Would you like to join the NewCie?
Send an email to:

secretary@saba.amsterdam


